Many early childhood educators use cameras to share the charming things that children do and the artwork they make. Programs often bind these photographs into portfolios and give them to children and their families as mementos at the end of the year. In our classrooms, we use photography on a daily basis to document children’s adventures and share them with families. In addition, mentor teachers in our classrooms use the camera as a tool to support caregivers’ reflective practices to refine their ability to read cues and respond mindfully to the children.

After two weeks of intense crying at naptime, today 7-month-old Pia has been soothed by her new caregiver, Shawna, and is asleep at last. Shawna’s face wears a look of soft wonder and joy. Julia, the master teacher in the classroom, observes the moment and reaches into her pocket for the small camera. She photographs the moment, then moves on to support children during their diaper changes. Later in the day, Julia shows the photograph to Shawna. “What do you think of that?” asks Julia. “I was so proud,” replies Shawna. “I thought she’d never sleep for me, but she did.” “You worked hard to build her trust,” says Julia, “and now she feels safe with you.”
The connection between reflective practice and responsive care

Responsive care is defined as “the process of understanding the child’s experience and knowing how to respond appropriately” (Wittmer & Petersen 2006, 225). Young children need to experience responsive care for healthy social and emotional development (Ainsworth 1969). In the time period just after World War II, most very young children were cared for in the home, and it was unusual for mothers to work. For this reason, initial attachment research by Mary Ainsworth focused on supporting responsive relationships between mothers and children in the home. Now, as more and more children enter full-day care, we realize the importance of fostering responsive caregiving in child care settings as well. For this reason, researchers have identified responsive caregiving as one of the key ingredients that defines high-quality care. This is evidenced in its inclusion in a range of classroom quality assessment tools, including the Early Childhood Environmental Rating Scales (Cryer, Harms, & Riley 2005, 61).

Reflective practice is an approach traditionally used in therapeutic settings to guide therapists in reflection. Experts Deborah Weatherson and Barbara and Robert Weigand in the academic journal *Zero to Three* (2010) define engaging in reflective practice as

- regularly examining thoughts, feelings, strengths, and growth areas;
- collaborating with mentors and peers; and
- reflecting with a mentor or peer about your own needs and the needs of the children and families you serve. (24)

A simpler way to state this concept is that the participants in reflective process are “observing, listening, wondering, and responding” (Tomlin, Sturm, & Koch 2009).

Weatherson, Weigand, and Weigand assert that when adult caregivers engage in reflective practice, everyone benefits. Children develop a sense of efficacy and value in a setting where adults understand their needs. Adults feel competent and valued as they learn the complex “dance” of interaction, learning to meet individual children’s needs and interests: “Reflection is a critical component of competency for all professionals working with young children and their families” (2010, 22–30). Adults build competency in responsive practice through reflection.

Supporting responsive caregiving

How can we weave reflective practice into the classroom routine in order to support responsive caregiving? Human developmentalists Elita Virmani and Lenna Ontai at the University of California–Davis found that “opportunities afforded by reflective supervision and training in the child care environment influence caregivers’ ability to be insightful with the children in their care” (2010, 29). Their study, which was conducted in part in our classrooms at the UC–Davis Center for Child and Family Studies Laboratory School, found that “caregivers’ ability to reflect upon the intentions underlying children’s behavior and upon their own actions in response to children’s behaviors is likely to contribute to their own capacity for responsive caregiving” (2010, 19). In other words, caregivers who have opportunities to reflect on their feelings and needs in relation to teaching are more likely to become responsive caregivers. For example, caregivers who spent 10 weeks writing journals and discussing their care of children in the classroom displayed more in-tune behaviors with the children in their care.
Reflective practice in action

What does reflective practice look like in the classroom? In their study, Virmani and Ontai observed caregivers who spent time reflecting in journals, meeting in small groups at the end of each day to talk about their needs and feelings with a mentor teacher, and engaging in activities designed to examine emotional triggers. All these activities guided caregivers to think about their own actions and reactions to the children in their care, and to consider their impact. To implement and support reflective practice, programs must provide time and space in the classroom for mentor teachers to write and talk about each caregiver’s interactions with the children. Caregivers are encouraged to reflect on the importance of relationships and their effects on children’s development (Ritchie & Howes 2003). To do so, the caregiver must feel safe and supported by the mentor teacher, rather than rushed and judged (Gilkerson 2004). This may require setting ground rules of respect at the start of small group reflection, and checking in regularly to make sure that caregivers’ needs are met.

In our classrooms, tools for reflection include in-class jotting, after-class journaling, daily small-group discussions, and periodic one-on-one meetings. These methods are common in other early childhood settings that engage in reflective practice (Craven & Taylor 2010).

How do these methods work in practice? As you enter our classrooms after the children leave, you see caregivers jotting anecdotes, reflecting in journals, discussing children’s behavior challenges, and engaging in coursework that details the typical development and social-emotional needs of each child. Later in the day you would also encounter mentor teachers meeting in small groups and pairs to reflect. We consult with each other to explore a range of ideas for dealing with classroom challenges. Later in the week you would notice mentor teachers reading and responding to caregivers’ journal entries. The design of our program allows for this reflection time. We value the practice as important for the implementation of high-quality care.

Using the digital camera as a tool for reflection and training

In addition to the tools traditionally used for reflection, in the last five years or so we have increasingly relied on the digital camera (and its video function) as a way to lead new caregivers down the reflective path to responsive care. The digital camera is an exciting tool we added to our bag of tricks to promote reflection. In our setting, mentor teach-
The camera can document children’s interests and patterns of behavior, assisting caregivers in following the children’s lead.

The camera/video camera can pinpoint environmental stimuli and caregiver behavior patterns that may be triggering problematic behaviors.

The photographs can also be used to illustrate children’s growth and learning for use in Reggio Emilia-style documentation (photo narrative) for parent-teacher conferences and for children’s portfolios.

Using the camera to capture valuable information for teachers requires skill and intentionality. The photographer is not seeking to document the child posing in a cute manner. What is central is to notice and then quickly photograph the child and the caregiver tuned in to each other or to an environmental stimulus. The photographer seeking this type of interaction will find that the child and caregiver are rarely looking into the camera lens.

Tips for taking photos and videos

Here are some tips for capturing important moments:

- Obtain consent for your photo subjects from parents or guardians. Be sensitive to the cultural views of families and staff as there are many ways to reflect without photography.
- Begin by telling adults and children the purpose of taking the photos or making the video clips. I explain to curious children that I am “taking pictures of how we play so I can show your family later on.” I tell caregivers that I am trying to find moments when they are in tune with the children, and when children demonstrate milestones. I explain that the photos often create opportunities for discussion and reflection. Usually this decreases the amount of self-consciousness the camera provokes.
- Watch children and caregivers interacting before you take a photograph. It is important to develop an eye for teachable moments in order to capture them successfully.
- Make sure you have quick access to a camera. When the teachable moment happens, leaving to get the camera will mean missing the ideal photograph. It is far easier to avoid missing key moments when you can pull the camera out of your pocket.

This caregiver and an infant in her group are investigating the connection between the Open button and the drawer. Neither is looking at the camera. This photograph was taken on the second day this caregiver was caring for the infant. It shows the new connection in a concrete way that could stimulate reflection.
• Seek images where the child and the caregiver are sharing a special moment. Zoom in on the subjects’ faces and look for reciprocal exchanges. Well-photographed moments can lead to conversations with the caregiver about the interaction.

• Begin with the positive so the camera is seen as a helpful and complimentary tool. Photograph challenges later, once you have built a trusting relationship with a new caregiver.

The caregiver pictured above expressed pride when she saw this photo. She explained that she had identified an activity that her entire group enjoyed, and she found that it was easier to supervise them outside once she was in tune with this group of children. The caregiver has placed herself where she can see her entire group, and is busy reading their cues. She is using parallel talk (narrating what the child is doing for the child) to show that she is tuned in to the children and she is using the Program for Infant and Toddler Caregivers recommended watch-ask-adapt model (Lally et al. 1990) to decide when to step in to coach children, and when they do not need help.

Using A Digital Camera

A digital camera with a fast shutter speed and the ability to take several photographs in a row (sports setting) works well. It is easy to snap a series of back-and-forth expressions between a child and caregiver, or a series of movements—such as a child learning to walk to a caregiver—without having to wait for the camera to process the first image.

It is okay to take numerous digital photos in the interest of capturing one key moment—this is what the Delete button is for. Alternatively, this would be a good time to switch to the video setting if you prefer to include the sounds and shifts in expression of a longer interaction.

This photo of me shows a key concept—child curiosity. In the toddler room we place broken point-and-shoot cameras in the cognitive area, the area of the classroom dedicated to puzzles, technology, and manipulatives, for the children to explore. Having these cameras available is useful for redirecting toddlers who want to imitate us as we document the classroom. This toddler has been redirected from my camera and is “taking a picture” of me with his own.
The value of video

We have found that the video option on the camera is especially useful when caregivers are struggling to reflect on a complex behavior challenge. This comes into play in our classroom if there are caregivers who are working on an advanced teaching technique, such as running a toddler circle time. Showing video clips to caregivers who are struggling to interpret a child’s behavior can be eye-opening. For example, an infant room caregiver had been expressing frustration about the behavior of a child in her care group:

We videotaped a snack time interaction between a caregiver and a child because the caregiver had been complaining that she could not get one of the children in her group to stay seated. In the clip, 12-month-old Aziz is standing in his chair, reaching for his water cup in the center of the table. His caregiver, Selena, who had been spoon-feeding 11-month-old Jihee, gazes back at him and says, “We sit when we eat.” Reseating him and pointing to the Cheerios on the table in front of him, Selena says, “You still have some snack.” As soon as she turns to continue feeding Jihee, Aziz again stands, reaching for the water cup.

When viewing the video, I asked Selena, “What do you think he wants?” She looked at the clip. “The water?” “What if you tried putting it closer to him?” I asked. Selena explained that she had placed it there so he would not dump it off the table. “Could you let Jihee try eating with the spoon for a while so that Aziz can try using his cup more with your help?” “Jihee makes such a mess,” explained Selena. “In my culture, you don’t waste food like that.” “So it’s hard to see the yogurt she gets on the table?” “Yes, and it kind of grosses me out,” Selena admitted. “So snack time is pushing a lot of buttons for you?” I asked. “Yeah,” she said. “It’s hard for me to just let them try.”

Later, Selena confided to me that viewing and discussing the video recording had been one of the most helpful things she had experienced with us. It was more effective than the still photo images because it caught the nonverbal cuing: she had not noticed that when he stood up he was telling her with a gesture that he needed something. Video allowed her to see her own behavior more clearly. “It helped me to step outside and see the interaction without being so frustrated,” she explained. This ability to watch, ask, and adapt to a child’s cues or challenging behaviors is an indicator of responsive care (Lally et al. 1990).
It is worth noting that video recording in the classroom can be more challenging than taking still photos. Ambient noise, such as parents checking in with other caregivers, can drown out quiet infant–toddler communication, and other children frequently interrupt video efforts by grasping the camera, walking into the frame for a hug, or crying. Still, with persistence it is possible to get strong footage of interactions and communications.

Talking about the photos

I have found that when meeting with an individual or group to share photos, it is best to begin with images of competence. I select photos where the caregiver is clearly in tune with the child, and is providing responsive caregiving. I preface the photo session with prompts, such as, “Why do you think I took this photo? What was I trying to show you?”

A typical response from the caregiver might be, “I am seated at the level of the child and making eye contact.”

I then articulate other tools the caregiver used that were effective. “And you used your face and voice to reflect the emotions that each child was feeling.”

If a caregiver is struggling with a concept, I generally mention my observations in his or her journal. “It looked like you were really struggling to get Gigi to the diaper change area today. What do you think was happening that made it take 10 minutes?”

After back-and-forth journaling and sometimes one-on-one discussion about reasons behind the struggle, I try to photograph images of the caregiver doing elements of the technique successfully. I share that I saw things working well in the photographed case and describe what I saw, and then I wonder aloud what went differently in the other instance. Often the caregiver can reflect back on what happened and use those successes to refine his or her overall technique. “Oh, I have been saying, ‘I wonder if you want to go to diaper change?’ and they keep saying no. I need to use two choices more often. That really worked when she chose to dance to diaper change instead of being carried.”

The reflective journaling paired with images provokes the caregiver to reflect on what happened in the interaction, not with the mindset that the child was “trying to drive me crazy,” but with awareness of her own interactions and communications and their effects on a toddler who needs to feel autonomous.

In our classrooms, as caregivers move on to new positions, we take the time to give them several of our favorite images of themselves engaging in best practice with the children. We select these photos over a span of time, reflecting growth through photographs. We share these photos with the caregivers for their professional portfolios and to help them keep in mind the kind of responsive interactions and relationships that are important in infant–toddler settings. Photographic portfolios, compiled over time, are an excellent way to share each caregiver’s growing confidence in his or her work with children.
This caregiver, pictured earlier one-on-one with a toddler, has grown a great deal in her time with the program. She has developed an eye for the safety and coordination of larger groups. Her growing confidence shows as she takes on new levels of responsibility and forms relationships with every toddler in the group.
Overall, I have found digital and video cameras to be excellent tools in supporting responsive care through reflective practice. Caregivers have shared that it is useful to see what they are doing well, and they feel that they have been closely and thoughtfully observed in practice. Staff find it pleasant to photograph each other in moments of best practice and to share photo observations and reflections. With this type of feedback, the quality of care provided by the caregivers in our classrooms radically improves over their 10-week placements. Mentor teachers also enjoy reflecting on their own successes and techniques using the digital camera, most notably the video function. Not only are we able to articulate growth visually, but everyone in our programs leaves with a concrete record as well as lasting, meaningful images of their personal journey and growth.
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